
4H STATE SHOOTING SPORTS EDUCATION COMMITTEE MEETING 
NOVEMBER 7, 2015 

ELIZABETHTOWN, KY 
 

The meeting began with Vice-President Dennis Tucker, standing in for President 
Jerry Lawson, calling the meeting to order and the Shooting Sports Teen 
Ambassadors leading the group of twenty-one in the pledges. 
Minutes were handed out and reviewed. Daniel Wayne made the motion for the 
minutes to be accepted as written, with Tim Brewer seconded that motion. 
Motion passed by vote. 
Donna Fox handed out and explained the financial reports which included the 
P&L’s for State Shoot and Fall Certification.  There was also a quarterly financial 
report from The Foundation and a History Financial Sheet dating back to 2007.  
Ken Sparks made the motion to accept all financial reports and    the motion was 
seconded by Dennis Campbell, motion was carried by the vote. 
Old business part of the meeting began with Marion Creech reporting that after a 
clean out Of the Bluegrass Sportsman League storage building, a new was not 
needed. 
Marion Creech continued on with old business by giving a report on the State 
Shoot 2015.  He reported that approximately 1700 events were shot on Saturday 
with 595 events on Sunday.  BGSL was pleased with turn out and the 
smoothness of the event and has already invited us back for 2016.  Dennis 
Tucker did comment that they were still many reports of kids attending the state 
competition without proper knowledge of the discipline. He also expressed that 
Instructors need to make a strong impression at the Spring and Fall Certification 
to the coaches attending with more details of the State Competition. 
Tracy Tucker gave the Volunteer Report for the State Shoot 2015 with 42 on 
Friday for set-up, 222 for Saturday events and 139 on Sunday. No counties were 
disqualified for not meeting their quota. 
Tracy Tucker also reported on the State Shoot award jackets.  They have been 
received and awaiting funds from The Foundation for mailing. This year an 
anonymous donor gave $3000 to cover the cost of the jackets.  Committee was 
very grateful. 
The committee for Raising Rates for State Shoot, which consists of Anita 
Parsons, Tim Brewer, David Foutch and Dennis Tucker, presented the option of 
not raising the competition rates for 2016 due to the balance of funds.  This 
committee will review this option yearly and make their recommendation to the 
State Committee in November. 
Tim Brewer reported that the Archery Net for Lake Cumberland Campground was 
handled by Donna Fox and the Camp Director.  It had been purchased and was 
to be hung at the shelter house for future use at Spring and Fall Certifications. 
Donna Fox then approached the subject of setting future dates for Spring and 
Fall Certifications due to some conflicts in scheduling at the Leadership Center.  
For 2016 Spring Certification March 4th-7th, Fall Certification October 7th-9th. 



For 2017 Spring Certification March 3rd-5th, Fall Certification October 7th-9th. 
Teen Ambassadors in attendance for this meeting were Aaron Ellegood, Cody 
Reed and Patrick Rood.  They reported that at Fall Certification they had a meet 
and greet time and planned activities for the 2016 year.  They also encouraged 
the attendees to encourage their counties to use them as the young faces of 
Shooting Sports for their county clubs. 
Anita Parsons reported that the new radios purchased failed miserably at the 
State Shoot.  They would not communicate with older radios.  Scott Rood, from 
Spencer County, volunteer to work on radios in order to improve their 
performance.  Committee decided to allow him to do this before going forward 
on purchasing new radios. 
Volunteer Forum Awards were next on agenda.  A committee of Anita Parsons, 
Susan Brown and Dennis Tucker was formed to review the applicants and make 
recommendation to Forum Committee.  Susan Brown will attempt to attend the 
meeting at Warren County Extension Office. 
Record Books have been approved by UK and Tracy Tucker will move forward 
with plans to get them posted and ready for use in 2016. 
Dennis Tucker reported that the Shotgun Storage Building had been broken into 
and approximately 7-8 cases of .22 Rifle shells had been taken.  Donna Fox 
reported that UK does have insurance and they would be replacing the ammo 
soon.  Dennis Tucker suggested that the Committee purchase a JOB LockBox 
with locks for all the ammo to be stored inside at that site.  Daniel Wayne then 
made the motion with the cost being up to $1000.  Ken Sparks seconded and the 
motion unanimously carried the floor. 
Tim Brewer brought up the subject of free storage buildings from Jesse Smith @ 
UK.  The containers are ConX 8x8 and can be bought for only the shipping fee. 
Daniel Wayne expressed an interest in one for the Pistol Range at Jabez.  He 
then made a motion to make arrangements to get a ConX Container for that 
purpose. Aaron Ellegood seconded, motion carried the floor. 
Best Practices was presented by Donna Fox as a guideline for new Shooting 
Sports Clubs to follow.  She asked for input from the Instructors on these 
guidelines and asked that it be sent to her before Thanksgiving. 
The subject of the Shotgun storage building needing paint was then brought to 
the attention of the committee.  Anita Parsons made the motion that the 
committee purchases the supplies to accomplish this task and the Camp 
Maintenance Staff to carry it through.  Ken Sparks seconded the motion and it 
carried. 
The floor then belonged to Randy Wayne to present the purposed Rule Changes 
from the Executive Committee.  All rule proposals are presented as motions and 
then are to be voted upon to pass or fail.  There were nine rule proposals; all 
were passed as new or additional rules with the exception of Rule Proposal #6. 
The next meeting dates were then set as January 9th with backup as January 
16th; April meeting date April 16th. 
Respectfully Submitted, Tracy Tucker 


